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on hyenas in petticoats
because mary wollstonecraft wz bad, rad, bi, mutha, internationalist, feminist
before the word, a writer & mad - she, disabilities included - wz erased as
'hyena in petticoats'. heres part ov our ongoing channelling ov mary
wollstonecraft in celebration ov messiness & beauty, ov the poetries ov
defiance that mary stood for, a body ov work across artforms
offering creative resistance, creating living memorials, writing us back in these daze were all hyenas in petticoats
many thanks to Together! 2020 Disability History Month Festival for
commissioning e-zine (with art activities / templates & suggestions on staging
yr own demonstration), new broadside ov writing, visual-art installation &
soundscape from demo to peace - & all used in this brand-new film ov a demo
in hyena-mask & drawn-on-petticoats from autumn 20 c.e. lockdown shielding
in our council flat.
love&rage, gobscure / burn

https://gobscure.wixsite.com/hyenapetticoat
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teeshirts - activity
 who would yu celebrate on a tee-shirt? (yu can use our template)
 think about whats on the other side - what could yu reveal by turning
round?
demo placard - activity
 design a placard (feel free to use our template)
 again - whats on the other side
 our placards reveal wider poetic truths.
 (encouraging folks to think this way can have longer-lasting impact)
masks - activity
 mary wollstonecraft wz called a 'hyena in petticoats' to erase her from
history. we wear a hyena mask & petticoat in her honour.
 what message would yu draw on the hyena mask? (do use template)
 theres also a heart-shaped mask for use instead
 what face would yu like folks to see?
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now stage yr own demo
our demo is partly about how mary wollstonecraft wz erased. who would yu like
to write back into history? stage yr own demo - do it yr way so yu are in control /
feel safe. ours is indoors & out in the yard ov our council flat
we all have a voice (even if too often it feels like we don't). do show creative
resistances - psychiatry likes labelling this 'oppositional defiance disorder'.
you could use strings ov fairy-lights - battery-powered candles - make a living
memorial - feel free to use fragments - bits ov song / wee poems / slogan. be
poetic, celebrate messiness ov life

we've created installation ov placards blossoming from a vase, plus multiple
hyenas in (drawn-upon) petticoats - watch our short film
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hands as maps - activity
mary wollstonecraft travelled - literally & mentally. she spent time in beverly
(outside hull), london (just outside france), laugharne in west wales, near cork in
ireland, portugal, the french revolution, around scandinavia







draw a hand - what different methods might yu try?
write some words about things (real or imagined) yu'd take on a journey or
would like to find.
combine then scatter these words till they make yr shape poem.
add some symbols shapes or patterns along the route.
where would yu like to travel (on paper yu can travel in time, space, place,
or psychologically)
widen yr horizons as we have. bon voyage!
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hands have whorls & folds & contours like maps. some say hands carry lifelines.
ours are scarred. heres our hand-drawing. (we think it looks like a ship). we
used a brush-pen & then scattered phrases around - to make a shape-poem
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alternatives include :
 put down dots for places that have meaning for yu
 now join them yr way - lines could wobble, zigzag, curve, be wide
 name things (real or imagined) about each place to make a list-poem
 do the same for a constellation ov stars (real or imagined.)
 or a horizon. marys journeyings expanded horizons for so many - so
 draw a horizon ov any width - what words describe this?
 heres our word-map 4 mary
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poem-map for mary across her petticoats - her words (remixed)
spitalfields - beverley - laugharne - lisbon - county cork - paris - hamburg christiania - elsinore
flight-tranced horizon-liberator
rad-brat & a plate ov noise
so
fables
another
animate
map
flame
language-palsies
ravage-suckles keeping letters afire
emancipation-sparkling

citizens, adieu
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theres bi hearts across marys skirt
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iii

variations on placard slogans across marys skirts

?wrapping tomorrows chips in todays tweets
crowd-sourcing the prime-ministers snip - off with their lanyards!
placard aint coping strategy - its essential
ex-asylum - now 'boutique-hotel'
- gatekeepers using comic sans just how dissociative r we?
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broadside for mary (voice-over on film)
a frigid system ov economy which narrows both hearts & mind
vindication ov the rights ov woman : mary wollstonecraft
con party in her day called her hyena in petticoats
these daze ov love&rage we are all hyenas in petticoats
mary, mary, quite contrary,
how does yr garden grow?
with silver bells & cockle shells &
... cowslips all in a row / arrow
cowslips all in a row
''that dreams are made ov''?
that dreams are made bi!
mad-mary rad-mary bi-mary
lover-mary traveller-mary
insurrectionary-mary
writer, european, mutha barely
resting in power, wrestling with power
mad-mary rad-mary bi-mary
no selling, no selling out
that dreams are made bi!
spitalfields - beverley - laugharne
newington green - lisbon - county cork - paris putney bridge - hamburg - christiania - elsinore
- yr skein tying up, never selling out
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& tho theyre s-creaming still those cons
hyenas in petticoats - were no there yet
- mad-mary rad-mary bi-mary no selling,
no selling out - dreams are made bi
mary, mary, quite contrary,
how does yr garden grow?
with silver bells & cockle shells
... & cowslips all in arrow / a row
... cowslips all in a row
mad rad & bisexual mary wollstonecraft
long standing outside society
yet wanting to build egalitarian ones
writer - insurrectionary - feminist
tomboy - feisty - a hoyden & hoyden is more feisty than feist
never sell out these daze ov love&rage
where we are all hyenas in petticoats
pamphleteering laughter back at those jeering
skein tie up con-party-a-partying
selling even scrappings ov kiddie-plates
we are hyena-petticoat-insurrectionaries all
defiant in dreaming / skein-still in memorying
strength to strength - dreams always made bi
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mary, mary, quite contrary,
how does yr garden grow?
with silver bells & cockle shells &
... cowslips all in a row / arrow
cowslips all in a row
(before social distancing became a thing - petticoated & hyena-masked we
sing the nursery rhyme - others joining in till the line diverges with us
singing & cowslips all in a row, others asking if they've remembered it
wrong - & us smiling as we offer how theres always multiple versions ov
any-song)
reading mad, bad, rad, bi, mutha, feminist-b4-the-word, internationalist &
pamphleteer wz lifeline as teen, l then around eighteen we read her
daughter mary shelleys frankenstein & knew we were 'creature'. mary
wollstonecraft wz monstered as 'hyena in petticoats' by the original
member for the eighteenth century (in the eighteenth century) before
being erased. 'hyena in petticoats'. could be any ov us. whats not to
love. visions ov daughters ov mary everywhere f-rocking up in petticoats,
masked as hyenas. took decades but thanks to dash we managed to in
birmingham at the mac at the second awkward bastards event. & more
recently with axisweb at mmu. singing to folks then offering a rainbow ov
marker-pens & inviting all to draw line ov a map, some journey they were
on, across petticoat & then name something they hoped to find along this
journey. folks journeys & discoveries entwined
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now theres a lock-down version. queues ov parliamentarians unsure
what 2 metres (so continental & metric) looked like; then furrows ov wtf
flickering across their faces as 1metre+ invades their space. everyone in
petticoats (a single beige petticoat for ree-smog & gove to spat over) &
social distancing (with hyena-mask-wearing)s sorted. the eighteenth
century frocks.
a very insecure earl grey, prime-minister, murderer & inventor ov teabagging from the nineteenth century, is on a big-stickie-uppie in the centre
ov our toon (newcastle) while a seagull makes its mark on his replacement
head. down below, war against us all wz declared, with disabled folks
having been pushed to the front-line to die first by another insecure prime
minister - its long past time to examine monuments & monumental folly.
living memorials can offer a more accessible form ov memorialising. mary
would-ov hated being on a plinth. as audre lorde reminds “the master’s
tools will never dismantle the master’s house.” (p.s. canons wrong shape
too - no crip can make it to the top ov that outdated pyramid. canons in art
- only serve prime monster minister alexander-boris-de-pfeffel reciting
imperial victorian poetry in a temple in myanmar while the press is asking
is this genocide. yet? hyenas in petticoats - masks & social-distancing
skirts for all (feel free to accessorise yrs) - manyfestos inscribed across all
our skirts offer a breathing library, a living memorial. mary wollstonecraft
would-ov hated being on a plinth - she wanted to be wild-minding in the
street - firebrand-delivering
from the respect paid to property flow, as from a poisoned fountain, most
ov the evils & vices which render this world such a dreary scene to the
contemplative mind. ... a frigid system ov economy which narrows both
heart & mind.
from wollstonecrafts a vindication ov the rights ov woman
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mary wollstonecraft wz hoyden. hoyden is a wonderful word.
hoyden means beyond feisty. beyond feisty! chew on that. & hoyden is
international - its roots are in a continental language. members for the
eighteenth century chew on that. for 'the english language' is ov-course
outta everywhere - icelandic, old german, sanskrit, french, greek & so
many more - & made all the more wondrous for it.
mary wollstonecraft lay across entrance to her mothers bedroom
trying to stop domestic violence. the current prime minister - alexanderboris-de-pfeffel whose surname is yank-slang for penis & he is ovcourse having been born in the u.s., & formulating the idea ov being world-king
one day, before (trigger-warning, tabloid language ahead) coming over
here as a young economic migrant. prime minister penis is another
product ov a broken home having also grown up around domestic violence
& abuse ov young women - he made the opposite choice & continued the
violence instead ov punching up. mary wollstonecraft lived in laugharne in
west wales, in beverley (above hull in the north riding), in cork - london portugal, she lived in the french revolution & around scandinavia. she wz
also definitely & defiantly bisexual. she wz erased & bi-erasure - the
erasure ov bisexualities continues. we are the largest single group within
the continuum ov lesbian - gay - bisexual - transgender - intersexual asexual - pansexual - non-binary + - next time yr rightly calling out
transphobia & homophobia make sure yu call out biphobia - harms done to
us are just as real as mary wollstonecraft knew. mad, bad, rad, bi, mutha,
feminist-b4-the-word, internationalist, writer(rioter) - these daze we are all
daughters ov mary & hyenas in petticoats are living libraries. lets build
these living memorials - hoydenish ways ov shedding light in dark times
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hyenas in petticoats is ongoing work - heres whats also available
a walkabout performance in & around venues - including mac
birmingham (2018) thanks to dash & mmu (2019) thanks to axisweb. in
petticoat & hyenas mask, we sing an altered nursery rhyme for everyone
that tells a little ov marys life, times, resistances - then invite all to draw /
write across her skirts mapping journeys they want to undertake &
something they want to find, literal or metaphoric b4 giving out broadsides
fables animate flame - artists book. 25 visual-poems responding to
marys 25 letters recording her travels around scandinavia & celebrating
hoydens everywhere. (a hoyden is a tomboy that is beyond feisty). first
exhibited at mmu (2019) thanks to axisweb
ink any body. album ov sound-art against bi-erasure / biphobia
https://gobscure.bandcamp.com/releases
track 1 - bi / buy / bye honouring mary wollstonecraft standing outside
society while wanting to build egalitarian ones. part ov body ov work
commissioned for curious arts festival 2018
tracks 2 - 6 honour elif shafak, lorca, lou reed, sergei parajanov, manuel
puig. the album wz launched as part ov rose carved in rain - our solo
exhibition newbridge project 2020 c.e.
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work still to make
gorgeous tactile 3d printed sculptures ov hyena in petticoats
2 more films
the 1st is about bi-erasure (erasure ov bisexual identities) where we never
get erased.
the 2nd about those bunches ov dead-flowers wrapped in plastic left near
where someone died. we understand the sentiment but isn't there a better
way? & lets not record 'suicide' as cause ov death but honestly say what
led to that persons death. austerity? hate-crime such as biphobia?
trauma? (mary experienced many adverse childhood experiences)
a living library. mary wollstonecraft would-ov hated being a statue on a
plinth. what makes a more 'useful' contemporary memorial? we suggest
a living library - an area for lounging / lying down / slowing down /
exchanging ideas - no excuses needed; the art above; and shelving which
folks are invited to fill with their own 'books'. these could be zines, recipes,
jokes, other ... folks are also invited to take away 'books' including
ingredients for those recipes.
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gobscure / burn. we write as burn, make visuals, sounds, performances
as gobscure. we use plural to reflect our fractured mind. we are selftaught. associate artist with disability arts online & museum ov
homelessness (both lived experiences). currently touring provoked to
madness by the brutality ov wealth supported by boost : the Third Angel
Mentoring Scheme in association with sheffield theatres. recent musictheatre includes touching edges ov flood for sage gateshead & ships-ovfool (online): a commission for GIFT (gateshead international festival ov
theatre 2020.) 3 albums; 2 awards from sound&music; commissions from
radiophrenia; arts&heritage etc. literary fellow at moniack mhor - scotlands
new writing centre (2016); society ov authors (2019) is most recent writing
award. 2 full-length collections ov poetry still in print. last play joey wz a
wolsey theatre testing ground commission produced in association with
Greyscale, published by aurora metro & named best north-east
experiment ov 2019, (british theatre guide). 5 solo arts exhibitions since
2017 with fokidos athens & alma zevi venice; arthouse wakefield;
university ov atypical belfast; newbridge project
general website is https://gobscure.wixsite.com/info
enquiries email gobscure@posteo.net
provoked to madness by the brutality ov wealth - solo theatre show
supported by BOOST : the Third Angel Mentoring Scheme in association
with Sheffield Theatres. https://gobscure.wixsite.com/provoked
a support worker once said 'what dya need books for yr homeless? heres
revenge: 13 years ov reading b4 graduating from the open university
'a moving, powerful, eloquent show.' slung low leeds premiere
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